STOP! PLEASE READ:
Coronavirus COVID-19 update 3.11.20
As of today, COVID-19 is a recognized Wolrd Health Organization pandemic. With a
nationwide shortage of tests, slow federal response, and rapid social transmission, we
at House of Scorpio / Gemini and Scorpio Loft believe the situation in NYC warrants an
exacting approach to prevent rapid spread of the disease.
Current recommendations are to avoid larger scale events, while smaller scale ones are
considered OK, with precautions. While we are staying open pending alternate
directions from NY Health Department, we cannot allow anyone in our space until
they’ve read and agreed to the following:
1. You are not displaying any cold or flu symptoms (see end of doc) and are not in a
high-risk group. If in the last two weeks, you have: traveled by air or ship or other
closely packed conveyance, attended a 200+ person event, been or had contact with
anyone geographically near a case cluster – please DO NOT ENTER.
2. Once you enter, please refrain from touching any surfaces until you hang up your
coat and wash your hands with soap and hot water for at least 20 seconds (repeat
throughout your time here). We will provide hand sanitizer, but consider it a backup
option, as hand washing is better. Please also carry your own hand sanitizer, tissues
and anti-bacterial wipes and use them liberally. Please wipe down your phone, as
well, though we also recommend not touching it throughout the event.
3. Do not hug or otherwise touch people without their explicit consent. Wave, curtsey,
bow or otherwise signal a greeting without touching. Ideally, you want 3’+ of social
distance to prevent any potential infectious droplet spread (we will keep any music
low enough for you not to strain to hear conversation).
4. Refrain from touching your face (esp. eyes, nose, mouth). Cover your coughs and
sneezes with a disposable tissue and discard after use. Wash or sanitize your hands
immediately. Use your elbow (not your hand) to cover the sneeze or cough if you do
not have a tissue.
5. If you are healthy and not in an at-risk group, you don’t need to wear a mask. Masks
are NOT recommended by any health authorities: they’re difficult to wear properly,
especially for long periods of time, and their effectiveness against viral particles
stops as the filter gets moist with your breathing (about 30 minutes). Also, wearing a
mask makes it more likely that you will touch your face. In the meantime, healthcare
workers desperately need them to care for you and your loved ones. Consider a
bandana or scarf instead, as a limited safety measure that’s not touching your face.
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6. Remember, this is not necessarily about you, but about preventing viral spread
within the community. We all have people in our lives who may be at greater risk,
and we don’t want them to suffer through our carelessness. We need to work
together to prevent overloading of our healthcare system, so that those with severe
cases (or even other diseases) can get the care they need. 10% of cases require
ICU care and mechanical ventilation…and the US healthcare system is unprepared
to provide this, if we don’t help get the spread under exponential growth rate.
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